
 

In Kurtlar Vadisi, the first season of the TV show, you follow a Turkish DEA agent as he infiltrates a dangerous Kurdish drug gang. But if your goal is to watch this show without subtitles, you may find yourself discouraged by its poorly dubbed English version. That's why we've put together a list of alternative ways to watch it. 1. You can use Amazon Video to purchase and stream it in HD for $0.99
an episode or $1.99 for the entire series

2. You can buy episodes from Amazon Prime Video for $1 each but only in Standard Definition (SD)

3. You can download the episodes of Kurtlar Vadisi 1 to your computer or mobile device via Amazon Instant Video

4. You can watch it on the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (MGM) website for $3.99, but if you get all 10 episodes, you'll pay $19.99.

5. You can rent it on Netflix 6. You can download it directly to a computer in a variety of ways: in a variety of formats from a variety providers for varying prices

7. You can buy it in a variety of formats from a variety providers for varying prices

8. You can buy the set of 10 DVDs for $69.98 from Amazon, but only in standard definition (SD)

9. You can watch it on Hulu (ongoing subscription required) 10. You can use Vudu to buy and download all 10 episodes of season one for $21.99, but only in standard definition (SD).

11. You can rent it on iTunes or purchase episodes individually for $1 each or buy the entire season for $17.99 SD or $19.99 HD

12 . You can purchase whole seasons, seasons with multiple discs, or individual episodes on Xfinity Store

13 . You can purchase whole seasons, seasons with multiple discs, or individual episodes on VUDU

14. You can purchase the entire season in HD on Amazon Instant Video for $1.99 an episode or $19.98 for the whole series

15. You can stream it on Crackle (ad-supported streaming video service) 16. You can win it from a prize library giveaway on Prizeo

17. You can watch it on DiziMax TV

18 . You can watch on Tubi TV for free with ads or rent from them in SD ($0.99 per episode), HD ($1.99 per episode) and 4K ($3.99 per episode)

19 . You can watch it on Sling TV (requires subscription to Sling Orange or Sling Blue)

20 . You can watch it on Xfinity (subscription required)

21. You can watch it on Vudu (subscription required) 22. You can watch it on YouTube (subscription required but no ads - HD quality available if you upgrade your YouTube account to a paid plan.) 23. You can buy the DVD set of season 1 from Amazon

24 . You can buy the DVD set of season 1 from Target's website

25 . You can buy the DVD set of season 1 from Walmart's website

26.
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